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Preface
In 1992 the Rio Conference focused the world's attention on the environmental risks for the Planet,
in order lo provide a better perspective for future generations. This human concern was synthesised

in two words: "Sustainable Development". These words provide a unique aim to researchers, deci
sion-makers, professionals and the public. Regretfully only in the event of huge natural catastro
phes does public opinion become more aware of the importance of ecological research. Floods (last
year in Algarve, Oder, China, ...), fires (South East Asia), hurricanes and typhoon storms (Central
America) have aroused the attention of the public more than the resolutions of international sym
posia. Words such as El Nino, ozone layer, greenhouse effect, acid rain, reduction of CO, in the
atmosphere, etc. have become household names. Very few people appreciate that these words are

the results of the impressive endeavours of researchers through their unsung activities.
The European Union after Rio acted to integrate the concept of "Sustainability" in its policies. Also

the EU "Environment and Climate" research programme incorporated this principle in its activities
and consequently joined the international effort aimed at solving the environmental problems
linked to Global Change. European researchers were thus encouraged to focus their activities on
research into technologies and social issues relating to the environment. The impressive European
research effort produced significant results and raised Europe's international profile, allowing it in
some cases to assume world scientific leadership. Moreover the European Commission attempted
to facilitate dialogue with a view to establishing bridges within disciplines and between the players
concerned. EU researchers dealing with biophysical elements of the ecosystem stated the impor
tance of reporting their data and analysis to identify users. This same recommendation was made by
the socio-economic researchers. The main issue is that the environment, ecosystems, natural

resources and biological diversity are the basis and also the limits of economic and social develop
ment. They need to be managed in a sustainable way, and the conceptual scientific framework has
to link human, natural and management sciences.
Capitalising on the scientific results and on this embryonic dialogue, new research dimensions have
to be identified and a new scientific challenge emerges: how to solve the gaps existing between dis
ciplines and sectors to create a common "platform" for understanding environmental issues. Further

research activities are also needed to transform public awareness into actions able to promote sus
tainability and sustainable development.

The time has come to make a further effort to create a common context in which research activities
may find their place and constructive role. The Fifth Framework Programme of the European Com
mission constitutes the basis for this effort. It can be affirmed that the attempt to link research and
policy has found an opportunity for success in this new Framework Programme. The EU specific
research programme "Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development" will facilitate the cre

ation of an integrated holistic paradigm. It will permit a convergence and an evolution of the
ecosystem research approach towards its incorporation in the international effort for sustainable
development.

The task of building a new opportunity for ecosystem research to implement pragmatically the con
cept and principles of sustainable development is not an easy one. The present book is one way of
widening the existing debate. I start from the assumption that the authors wish their articles to be

openly discussed and criticised and not merely read. These articles should facilitate the understand
ing of emerging ideas and concepts and at the same time focus attention on doubts, questions and
possible paths of convergence.

Bruxelles, February 1999

Christian Patermann
Director
European Commission - DG/XII/D

Environment and Sustainable Development
Brussels - Belgium
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CHAPTER IV: SUSTAINABILITY -

A NEW PARADIGM FOR RESEARCH?
Ruggero Schleicher-Tappeser and Filippo Strati

The challenge

The Challenges of Sustainable Development

"The real challenge of sustainability is to reframe the challenge" says Norgaard (1994). Indeed, sus
tainable development seems to be a concept that calls for profound paradigmatic changes in our
way of looking at the world around us. Many disciplines are contributing to this change in views.
Since the late sixties the enormous success and the destructive consequences of the western indus
try-oriented development approach has given rise to increasing doubts about the durability of this

kind of development. Mainly in the industrialised countries environmental activists and movements
highlighted the need for a greater respect for the environment. Calls for drastic changes in behav
iour and a stop to economic growth for the sake of future generations raised conflicts not only with

the established decision-makers but also with the less advantaged who hoped that growth would
bring them better opportunities, and often even with advocates of traditional cultures. Soon it

became clear that the real challenge lay in the need to reconcile different aspects of development
that had been looked at separately for a long time. The first most visible attempt to reconcile these
different interests on an international level was achieved by the UN Commission on "Environment
and Development" with the publication of the "Brundtland Report" in 1987 (WCED 1987). With

this report the term Sustainable Development became an integral part of the international scientific
and political vocabulary. Although "Sustainable Development" has become an important objective
in many basic policy documents at all levels, it is still a very general concept far from being fully
understood which gives raise to controversial discussions. However, historically this concept stands
for two basic challenges:

• it tries to integrate development dimensions that have been treated separately in the development
of our societies over the last three centuries.

• it tries to introduce a long-term perspective in order to ensure openness towards the future.
Sustainable Development and Conventional Science

Not by chance, these two basic aspects of the concept of Sustainable Development (SD) are diffi
cult to handle with conventional scientific approaches. The way in which modern science has han
dled problems over the last two centuries has deeply shaped our societies and is intimately linked
with the problems that gave rise to the discussion about sustainable development.

"Modern" science, which gave raise to the industrial revolution, has strongly based its approach on
dividing problems into subproblems and looking at them separately. This approach was highly suc
cessful in detail. It corresponds to the tayloristic division of labour and to a differentiation of sub
systems in society whose inability to coordinate has led to increasing problems. With increasing
differentiation and specialisation, sectoral efficiency has dramatically increased, but overall, nega
tive synergies threaten the success of individual improvements. An integrated view to prevent this
has become more and more difficult. SD would need to link natural, economic and social sciences
in some common framework in order to develop new tools for integration.
Modern science has largely been founded on a mechanistic world view. By identifying cause-effect
relationships and combining them into simplifying models, enormous successes have been
45
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achieved in predicting single events, in constructing machines and in influencing certain aspects of
nature. With the increasing pace of events, especially in the last half of our century, human impact
on natural systems has become multifold, pervasive and has reached more fundamental layers of

the conditions of life. While detailed understanding of nature has dramatically increased, overall
predictions have not become easier and long-term perspectives as an orientation for guiding deci
sions involving unprecedented impacts are lacking. The attempt to control the development of com
plex systems over longer periods of time with the help of traditional deterministic models based on

cause-effect assumptions is facing at least the following serious problems:

• The complexity of many systems is such that the amount of precise knowledge that would be
required for such an approach cannot be provided in reasonable times. (E.g. the number of new
synthetic chemicals that are released into the ecosphere each year is many limes higher than the
number of chemicals for which a reasonable environmental impact assessment is feasible in the
same period.)

• Where human actions and decisions come into play, social sciences provide little uncontested
assumptions on cause-effect relationships. As will be explained later, this has profound reasons.
Attempts to predict the behaviour of systems that include humans have therefore been of very lim
ited success.

Conventional scientific approaches therefore are not sufficient for meeting the fundamental chal
lenges of Sustainable Development.

New Paradigms

In many disciplines new paradigms or new approaches have been developed that try to overcome

similar difficulties.

Already in the 1920s, fundamental discoveries in physics showed the limited reach of basic
assumptions of "modern" science. Determinism and the idea of the independence of subject and

object have been deeply challenged.

Probabilistic approaches from statistical mechanics to very pragmatic applications in pharmaceuti
cal research have replaced the endeavour to always find precise causal explanations. Chaos theory
and the analysis of turbulent processes have shown the limits to the predictability of natural
processes.

Systemic approaches have been developed in a wide variety of fields, including psychology, com
puter sciences, biology, or political sciences. The interpretations vary from very deterministic mod
elling (cybernetics) to self-organisation and autopoiesis processes and those assuming some driving
forces towards a coherent Gestalt.

Management approaches in organisational and social sciences have tried to optimise decision-mak
ing in uncertain environments using different kinds of scenario methods, game theory or creative
processes.

A list of new approaches that have emerged in ecology, economy, sociology, organisational sci

ences, psychology, ethics and other disciplines in recent decades amounts to an impressive panora
ma of an emerging new paradigm, more and more associated with the term of sustainabilily, multi

fold but somehow consistent, and up to now only discernible in its broad outlines. As Thomas S.
Kuhn (1967) pointed out, paradigmatic changes are never smooth, old and new concepts co-exist
for a long time. The idea of controlling nature is still dominant in scientific research. The western
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culture of maxima' as opposed to a culture of moderation that has been predominating through most
of history (Khan A., 1995), still mainly drives the search for a less destructive development pattern.
Not all these ideas are new. Basic elements of the concept of sustainability can be found in many
civilisations, philosophies, religions, faiths and cultures of the world, both new and old (Sumerian,
Mayan, Mediterranean, North American Indian, Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, Sufism, Gandhism,
etc.). They have been looking for wisdom in managing the relationship between humanity and
nature. Today - having experienced the opportunities and the difficulties of the industrial era - sus

tainability can be understood as the central concept in the search for a new reconciliation between
humanity and nature, a new meaning of balance and solidarity between the components of ecosys
tems.

Ecosystem Research

Ecosystem research includes a variety of approaches, driven by a variety of motivations. However,
the dominating paradigm is coming from natural sciences, trying to establish cause-effect relation
ships for building complex systemic models. An essential element of most research in this field is a
clear separation of the subject and the object, of the observer and the system.

Ecological systems are mainly understood as natural systems, on which human activities have
impacts. Human behaviour and its complex psychological, sociological, economic and political
conditions are usually not being regarded as part of the system. Changes in human behaviour are
treated as externalities. The investigated cause-effect relationships usually only concern natural sci
ences where established methods allow stepwise scientific progress towards a consensus on single
relationships of this kind. Especially with the support of computer technology impressive progress
has been made in understanding complex systems by this approach.

Increasingly, ecosystem research is motivated by the need to understand pressing problems or risks
caused by human activities in natural systems. Policy-makers ask researchers to forecast develop
ments, to assess impacts and risks and to give concrete advice on how to handle arising problems.
As human influence on European ecosystems has become overwhelming and pervasive, answers
that can be given to these requests are limited as long as human activities are treated as externali
ties.

Attempts to include human societies in the systems considered have encountered a series of funda
mental difficulties. The dominating natural sciences approach of identifying invariant cause-effect
relationships and of assuming an independence of the observer and the system does not function
anymore. It turns out that human behaviour and the perception of problems are culturally shaped
and in continuous evolution. Research results influence human behaviour, problem perception and
political priorities change over time and space. Value judgements, perception and human behaviour
cannot be considered as being independent and research itself turns out to be a part of the system.

What in science once seemed a specific problem of quantum theory and nuclear physics has ended
up by challenging all kinds of macroscopic science. Suddenly, the conventional approach seems
hopelessly static in an increasingly dynamic environment. Despite huge efforts, research finds itself
no longer at the leading edge of "progress", but lagging behind the pressing questions of how to
deal with the enormous dynamic triggered by science itself.

Khan quotes the definition of the European spirit given hy Paul Valery in 1922: "Wherever the European spirit dom
inates one sees the appearance of the maximum of needs, the maximum of work, the maximum of capital, the max
imum of return, the maximum of ambition, the maximum of power, the maximum alteration of external capital, the
maximum of relationships and exchanges. This set of maxima is Europe or the image of Europe".
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Ecosystem research, the most advanced approach in integrating different aspects and disciplines
from natural sciences, seems to need a new paradigm for dealing with this dynamic. New bridges
between natural and social sciences seem to be essential in this context.
Lessons from Research on Sustainable Regional Development

The research area "Human dimensions of environmental change" of the European ENVIRON
MENT and CLIMATE programme specifically tries to approach the interaction between human
activities and the environment. Within the broad spectrum of environmental research, it has some
unique characteristics inasmuch as it brings together different disciplines and different cultures at
the same time. Since social sciences are much more culturally shaped, real intercultural dialogue
and cooperation between researchers in these disciplines is much more difficult and rare than in nat
ural sciences.

A recent review of projects concerning Sustainable Regional Development in this programme
(Schleicher-Tappeser 1998) has shown a growing convergence in views over the last few years. It
seems that the intercultural character of the projects was essential in this respect. All of them not
only brought together research partners from different European countries but also included region
al case studies in different cultures. The resulting confrontation of different perspectives seems to
have led to new insights and to increasing scepticism about straightforward conventional approach
es..

The main conclusions can be summarised as follows:

• The concept of Sustainable Development stands for a profound paradigm shift which challenges
century-old traditions in industrial and economic development as well as in science. Hopes for
easily applicable operationalisations of the general idea of sustainable development have faded.
The transition period until a general consensus about the meaning and the acceptance of this new
concept will be reached may last many years.

• The emerging concept of sustainability requires new approaches for dealing with complex interre
lations between different dimensions of development. Terms such as Horizontal Integration,
Cooperation, Networking or Partnership are used for describing such approaches in different
fields.

• Attempts to find standardised problem solutions for European wide application encounter difficul
ties. The meaning of Sustainability depends on the specific context. A common language is
required for describing these differences and for exchanging experiences.
• The idea of sustainability deeply challenges our way of dealing with different scales, "multi-level
governance" or "shared responsibility" are new terms in the European political discussion which
stand for a new interpretation of the principle of subsidiarity. In this sense the originally limited
discussion about Regional Sustainable Development made a fundamental contribution to the gen
eral idea of sustainability.

• Changes in the perception of problems and changes in the interrelationship of actors lead to
changes in human behaviour. There are no established models for forecasting such changes.

The projects reviewed have shown that there is no easy way to model and to forecast the interaction
of human societies and natural systems. European policies aiming at sustainable development can
not be based on unambiguous models. They need to be flexible in two directions. Flexibility is
needed over space, since problem perception, values and interaction patterns are strongly shaped by
culture and vary across Europe. Flexibility is also needed over time since precise forecasting is
basically impossible.
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The consequences of this basic need for flexibility are:

• sustainability is a general idea that must be interpreted concretely in specific contexts

• sustainability cannot be achieved by a command and control approach since we have no adequate
causal models

• sustainability can only be approached through a practical management process which includes
permanent learning.

These consequences fundamentally challenge the still dominant idea, that more research and a bet
ter understanding of causal relationships in ecosystems including man will enable researchers and
political decision-makers to forecast system behaviour, to identify unambiguous rules for sustain
able development and to formulate command and control policies that guarantee sustainability.
Environmental policies have for a long time been based on these assumptions and have produced
impressive results, especially where such an approach - including command and control policies - is

culturally accepted. However, for some years this policy approach has been encountering increas
ing difficulties. So, both from a theoretical and from a very pragmatic point of view new approach
es are needed.

The INSURED components of sustainability
A framework that tries to allow for such flexibility has been developed by the INSURED project

("Instruments for Sustainable Regional Development", see Schleicher-Tappeser et al. 1998) - one
of the reviewed projects mentioned above.

Perception and values - sustainability as a "regulative idea"
It emerges that the concept of sustainability has two strands:
• sustainability stands for a new way of perceiving the world in which we are living,
• sustainability also stands for a shift or a new set of values and priorities in decision-making.

As perception is always conditioned by concepts and values, description and valuation cannot be
completely independent. For several decades a more systemic view of our living conditions has
gained in importance. In many disciplines and policy fields the way of describing and explaining
phenomena has increasingly taken into account complex interrelationships between economic, eco

logical and socio-cultural aspects. In many instances this has resulted in an abandonment of sectoral
and mechanistic approaches. This in turn has led to a different appreciation of phenomena and
seems to converge to the concept of sustainability which at the same time is old and new.

Early hopes that it might be easy to find easy and generally valid rules for implementing the idea of
sustainability have been disappointed. Much more than a concrete prescription, sustainability seems

to be a "regulative idea" in the sense of Kant, an idea that can give a general orientation such as
prosperity or freedom, which has to be interpreted in a specific manner in every concrete situation

(Homann 1996, Brand 1997). For concrete orientations, it seems that we can only develop proce

dures in which a series of aspects have to be considered and weighted systematically. The difficulty
in reaching authorative statements can be gauged if we think of the length of time that was needed

to develop law systems which allow valid interpretations of what "freedom" or "justice" mean in a
concrete situation. Different cultures have developed different interpretations of general values like
freedom and different procedures to assess them.
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The concept of sustainability can be discussed on very different levels. We can conceive of the
realm of values and norms as a complex multi-level system which ranges from very general regula
tive ideas such as "freedom" or "respect for life" down to specified norms such as the maximum
allowed NOX emissions for cars. In between we find a multitude of intermediate norms which
increase in number as the degree of concretion augments towards the lower levels. Lower level
norms cannot be easily deduced from the higher ones: conflicting aspects have to be weighted,

causal relationships have to be taken into account according to the present state of knowledge.
Changing attitudes (such as increasing acceptance of divorce), new circumstances (such as the
increase in population or in number of cars) and new insights (such as the discovery of the threat to
the global climate by the greenhouse effect) continually lead to a debate and renegotiation of norms

in our societies. This multi-level system of norms corresponds somehow to our view of causal rela

tionships and to the systems (often hierarchies) of institutions which are involved in the negotiation
and interpretation of these norms. At each level, at each node of this network, there is scope for
interpretation and valuation.
Most changes in attitudes and interpretations of reality may have minor effects on this system of
values and norms. The emergence of the regulative idea of sustainability, however, is so fundamen
tal that it can be considered as an earthquake that calls for a reconsideration and renegotiation of all

relationships between values and norms on all levels. It may lead to considerable changes in the
specification of norms at the lower levels. Given the enormous complexity of our system of values

and norms and the fact that innumerable institutions and individuals are involved in these negotia
tion processes, this will necessarily take a long time. Considering the different institutions involved
in this process of negotiating norms, we discover that applying the principle of subsidiarity (which
we think is an essential component of sustainability, see below), will inevitably lead to different
interpretations in different regions and different realms.

Components of sustainability
Looking at the literature we can identify not only many roots but also a large number of different
interpretations of the concept of sustainability. Looking for a common systematic framework which
is useful in a European context, three requirements seem to be essential:
• to develop a common language

• to develop a conceptual framework which allows the identification and the comparison of differ
ent positions
• to identify existing consensus

Figure 1: The development dimensions

Socio-culture
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The widest and most accepted interpretation of sustainability has been formulated in the Rio decla
ration 1992. The argument presented here is based on the understanding of sustainability expressed
in this document. The attempt to categorise the 27 principles of the Rio declaration shows that they
concern very different dimensions. In the literature we can distinguish three basic approaches to

defining sustainability. However, none of them on its own covers the complexity of the Rio
approach. In essence we can characterise them by the following three questions:
• WHAT?: What do we want to sustain?
• WHY?: Why do we bother about these issues? Which conflicts of interest are the motives?
• HOW?: How can we ensure sustainable development? Which basic approaches can help us?
The INSURED project has used them as the basis for the development of a systemic framework.
WHAT?: Development dimensions
Concerning the question "What do we want to sustain?" there is a growing consensus that besides

environmental aspects, economic and socio-cultural aspects have also to be considered. In one
interpretation these three aspects can be associated with the conservation and further development
of natural capital, man-made capital and human/ social capital.
WHY?: Equity dimensions

Equity issues are at the origin of the concept of sustainability. Perceived inequities have led to polit
ical movements that called for another kind of development. In the last century, equity between
social classes and between women and men, i.e. equity between individuals, was the main motive

for the rise of the labour movement. It led to sophisticated social security systems based on solidar
ity between individuals. Only after World War II did equity between regions become a major polit
ical issue. Transfer systems between countries and regions were established. So the European
Structural Funds are an expression of a (still?) growing solidarity between regions in Europe. And
only since the early seventies, since living conditions on earth seem seriously endangered by
resource depletion and environmental hazards, has the concern for equity between generations

become a political issue leading to a broad debate about sustainable development.
Figure 2: The equity dimensions

inter^personal/
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HOW?: Systemic principles

The emerging, more systemic way of looking at our world has not only sharpened our view of the

problems which the dominant development model has created over the last two hundred years. It
has also given indications of how to avoid mistakes and cul-de-sacs in situations of uncertainty and
limited knowledge. The main shift in the perspective concerns the way of looking at interrelation51
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ships and organisational patterns. New concepts have emerged concerning systemic principles
which are seen to be essential for vital systems and relationships. Different from the development
aspects mentioned above, these principles do not describe specific aspects of our life or specific
development problems, rather they constitute general approaches to reality, tools for describing,
understanding and structuring. In this sense they constitute important tools of perception and stand
at the same time for new values.

Different systematisations of systemic principles have been discussed by various authors. The
INSURED project has eventually chosen the following four:

Diversity is a concept originating from biological ecology. The diversity of subsystems and organ
isms is essential for ecosystems in order to be able to adapt to changing conditions and to develop
new dominant patterns. The evolution of life on earth strongly accelerated when sexual reproduc
tion allowed for greater diversity. Biodiversity is regarded as a most important indicator of the sta
bility of ecosystems. At the Rio Conference a special convention was dedicated to biodiversity. The
concept of sustainability maintains that diversity is not only a value in the realm of biology, but also
in human societies. Also, in cultural and in economic development diversity is an essential prereq
uisite of vitality. The more technical term of redundancy can be understood as a special kind of
diversity. However, according to the systemic view, diversity cannot be understood as an absolute
value. As every system can be understood as a subsystem of a larger one, there is always a trade-off

between autonomy and integration (Varela 1979). In this sense the concept of diversity is strongly
linked to the next principle: subsidiarity, which stresses more explicitly the dialectic tension
between autonomy and integration addressing the interrelationship between a series of system lev
els or dimensions. Whereas the concept of diversity originates from natural sciences, the concept of
subsidiarity stems from the social sciences (especially catholic social doctrine). In general terms it
calls for a high degree of autonomy and self-governance in the smallest possible units. This applies
for policy making, social systems of solidarity and welfare, technical systems or flows of goods and
resources. However, no level has to dominate all the others, neither the national nor the regional
one. Finding a new balance in this sense seems to be one of the most challenging aspects of sustain
ability.

Figure 3: The systemic principles
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The emerging more systemic, holistic view which emphasises co-evolution, complementarity and

interdependence instead of fierce competition, exclusiveness, hierarchy and domination, stresses
the importance of networks and partnership in human, institutional and also other relations. Net
working is not only a social but also a technical and an ecological concept. Partnership has to do
with trustful cooperation in a common framework and with mutual respect. Giddens has shown

how much the development of modern society relies on trust. The concept emphasises the common
responsibility of all parties involved. Partnership includes the striving for fair and peaceful resolu
tion of conflicts.

Participation, finally, concerns the relationship between individuals and institutions. It means that
the individuals concerned should be involved in decision-making about their future. Participation,
therefore, concerns more the vertical dimension of societal relationships, the legitimacy of hierar
chies. In this sense it is linked to the concept of networking and partnership which generally is per
ceived as concerning more than horizontal relationships.
The challenge: integration and learning

The groups of basic components of sustainability developed above represent different perspectives.
They are intrinsically interrelated, but none of them is completely included in the others. An analy
sis of the components shows that none can be omitted without losing important aspects. In checking
the 27 principles of the Rio Declaration against the ten sustainability components developed here, it
was found that only the first principle, which states that sustainability is an anthropocentric
approach, is not fully covered explicitly by one of the ten components alone.

The main challenge of the concept of sustainability does not lie in elaborating measures which
enable us to consider every single one of the components developed above. The first five of them
are not new. Special policies and institutions have been established for them for a relatively long
time. The main challenge seems to lie in the way to deal with these components, a new way which
is mainly expressed by the four systemic principles. In a simple formula the challenges could be
summarised as follows:

• INTEGRATION

• consider simultaneously different dimensions of development
• look for win-win solutions

• OPENNESS TOWARDS THE FUTURE
• conserve potentials and resources

• improve the ability to learn, encourage innovation

These challenges are obviously present in many other fields and activities. However, trying to meet
them in connection with the set of components developed above is not an easy task.
The INSURED framework

The above components of sustainability can be used as a general orientation for sustainable devel
opment. This set has proved to be very valuable for structuring interdisciplinary and intercultural
discussions in a series of different projects (e.g. ARPE 1997) and for concretely assessing situa
tions, policies and actions. With the help of a series of case studies within the INSURED project it
has been further developed into a larger management framework which, in addition to these compo
nents which serve as ORIENTATION, also includes elements which make it possible to assess the
POTENTIAL and to identify the DYNAMICS (see table 1).
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Table 1: The INSURED Components of Sustainability

The development dimensions

01

environmental

The environmental component of sustainability on the one hand demands
conservation of the richness and the potentiality of our environment. On the

component

the other hand, it calls on us to respect the environmental and ecological

The

principles, to respect and to sustain the functioning of ecological systems of

which man is a part. Man has strongly shaped the environment, and there
fore the term environment also encompasses the man-made environment.
02

The

The economic component of sustainability on the one hand means the satis

economic

faction of human needs, the conservation and improvement of (mainly mate

component

rial) well-being. On the other hand it also means respect for economic prin
ciples: efficient use of all kinds of resources is an essential aspect of sustain
ability.

03

The

The conservation and development of human and social potentials is one

socio-cultural

side of this component. These potentials comprise all aspects of skills,
knowledge, habits, beliefs, culture, institutions of human societies and also

component

their individual members. The cultivation of these potentials on the other
hand requires respect for the principles which are considered to be essential

for the good functioning of our societies, such as the guarantee of human
rights, democracy etc.
The equity dimensions
04

Inter-personal
equity

Equity between individuals, which encompasses equity between all humans
regardless of their social situation, their gender or their ethnic or cultural
background has been an essential demand since the French revolution and
has been a core issue in the development of western societies since the mid

dle of the last century. It remains a central issue in the concept of sustainable
development. Equity is not equality (the original quest of the French revolu
tion), the aim is not to abolish all differences, but opportunities should be
equitably distributed. Solidarity is essential for improving equity.
O5

Spatial equity

Equity between different regions and countries is a more recent concept. In a
world in which interrelationships between different countries are continu
ously intensifying, the importance of this concept is growing. Equity for all
humans becomes indivisible.

06

Intertemporal

The concern about future generations has been at the origin of the concept

equity

of sustainability. Equity between present and future generations, the princi
ple of maintaining and increasing overall opportunities and options, is an
aspect to be considered in all actions. However, there is no simple rule how
changes in opportunities may be valued. The other SD components are need
ed for assessing developments in this sense

The systemic principles

07

Diversity

Diversity is an essential precondition for further development in all kinds of
evolving systems. Biodiversity, economic diversity, and diversity of cultures
all stand for the ability of a system to maintain dynamic stability. Innovation
and adaptation to new conditions is possible where different approaches and
solutions can be combined to form new ones. Diversification is therefore
often a strategy to increase long-term stability.
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08

Subsidiarity

The principle of subsidiarity basically demands that all kinds of functions be
fulfilled at the lowest possible level and within small dimensions. Help or
ruling from outside shall only intervene if this really helps to improve the
fulfilment of the function and if this does not diminish the autonomy of the
subsystem in a dangerous way. The principle of subsidiarity originated in the
catholic social teaching concerning the issue of social responsibility and
social security, but it can be applied to all kinds of systems, such as politics,
administration, business, technical systems, material flows in the economy
etc.

The principle does not give clear indications, it describes the tension
between autonomy and integration into larger systems. In a world of rapidlygrowing complexity it is increasingly important to be able to understand and
manage shared and negotiated responsibilities between several levels and
dimensions. Old concepts of (national) sovereignty will have to be replaced
by concepts of multi-level governance.
Subsidiarity implies empowerment of individuals and communities to
actively manage and control their own life. Subsidiarity nourishes democra
cy, by means of governance styles which allow citizens to determine every
dimension of their common life and to improve their abilities to manage
equitable social interactions
09

Networking arid
Partnership

The concept of networking stresses the importance of horizontal nonhierarchical relationships. A network is based on mutually agreed objectives
and rules and is basically open: members can enter and leave. Networks
ensure the exchange of experiences and information, organise mutual sup
port, stabilise systems and evolve. Networks are subject to competition:
members may change to other, more attractive networks. Flexibility and ori
entation towards the needs of the members is therefore essential for net
works to survive.

The concept of networking is not only relevant in social systems but also in
biological and technical ones. The enormous success of the use of the net
working concept in Information Technology parallel to its growing accep
tance in all kinds of organisations is leading to a deep transformation of our
societies.
10

Participation

All stakeholders concerned by an issue should have the opportunity to be
involved in the relevant process of decision-making. In the early stages of
the formulation of a problem and the identification of alternative solutions
such an involvement is particularly important. Participation corresponds to
basic ideas of democracy, favours a diversity of approaches and may con
tribute to avoidance of conflicts. Participation strengthens the sense of
responsibility, motivates people to make a contribution and increases com
pliance with decisions taken. Participation on the other hand requires time
and motivation among the participants, openness of the institutions involved
and often more time and funding than exclusive hierarchical decision-mak
ing. Depending on die adopted procedures it also risks decisions being taken
which contradict experts' views.

Participation concerns the way of decision-making in all kinds of social sys
tems including business. It requires respect for different kinds of interests
and points of view. Therefore it also favours an approach which integrates
the different dimensions of Sustainable Development.
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Self-Reflexivity

In outlining the challenge of sustainability to ecosystem research we have seen that the role of sci
ence seems to have considerably changed in recent decades. As a major result of the review of EU
projects on Sustainable Regional Development it has emerged that sustainability can only be
approached through a practical management process which includes permanent systematic learn

ing. This would imply an abandonment of the conventional scientific approach of modelling, fore
casting and control, but should not be confused with simply muddling through. Systematic tools for
such an approach are needed - the INSURED framework outlined above might point in a useful
direction.

For a better understanding of this change of the role of science and of the management tools need
ed, the concept of self-reflexivity seems to be very helpful. Giddens has described how the

increased capability of our societies to communicate and to reflect the consequences of our own
actions has led to an enormous acceleration of learning processes.

The success of the scientific approach has undermined its own preconditions. Conventional
research has progressed by identifying reproducible phenomena neglecting minor interrelationships
and by making forecasts under ceteris-paribus assumptions. Difficulties have appeared in applying

this approach to complex ecosystems and have led to evolutionary and systems theories which
seemed to provide reasonable tools for dealing with natural complexity. However, the dominant
conventional approach, which concentrates on the most obvious interrelationships, has allowed for
very effective interventions in natural systems - at least in the short term. With the growing extent
of these interventions the natural systems have been considerably changed and intrinsically linked
to social systems.

A first consequence is that new links over space and time have been established or strengthened:

• trade, travelling and research have enormously increased exchanges of all kinds between different
ecosystems around the globe

• new links between different evolutionary periods have been established, e.g. by burning fossil
fuels which had been deposited "safely" before the appearance of man on earth
• the standardisation of land use and the increased use of pesticides is reducing biodiversity many
times quicker than it has built up in the course of evolution

• gene technology transfers genetic code between species which have evolved separately since hun
dred thousands of years

A second consequence is that many of these new links are subject to the control of man. Increasing
ly this means that they are being established and removed, strengthened or weakened not on the
basis of physical, chemical or biological feedback systems, but on the basis of human perceptions,
expectations and values. Whereas traditional agricultural methods evolved very slowly over cen

turies on the basis of unsystematic trial and error, macroscopic results, regional natural inputs and
muscular forces, modern scientific methods of nature exploitation rely on models, forecasts, calcu
lations, powerful synthetic inputs and fossil-fuel-powered machines. Changes in scientific models
and forecasts, in consumer preferences, EU subsidies or stock market development may change
ecosystems within a few years. Many feedback times have become shorter.

The once so successful conventional scientific approaches which started from the assumption of
being able to independently observe the effects of discrete and limited interventions is no longer
applicable under these circumstances. Feedback loops which are conditioned through human soci
eties and their scientific approach to control nature must be taken into account. So, science finds
itself being trapped in a feedback loop having a strong impact on its object. This results in an accel56
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eration of change which continuously shortens the range of scientific results. In genetic engineering
some strategies already take into account this phenomenon: pest-resistant crop plants are designed
to be useful for only a few years until massive resistance has developed against their venom over
dose which has been adapted from more flexible defence mechanisms of other organisms.
There are two consequences that can be drawn from this dilemma:
• The first is to develop management tools which give a flexible guidance without hoping to estab
lish complete cause -effect models. This implies acknowledging that the temporal range of fore

casts is diminishing and that therefore also human interventions must become more prudent.

• The second is to try to structure society-nature relationships in such a way that some structural
control prevents excessive acceleration of the development of subsystems with subsequent break
down.

Worried by similar questions, Luhmann has developed the concept of self-referential systems and
has extensively described corresponding phenomena in the most varied fields, where communica
tion in self-referential systems leads to the impossibility of communication between subsystems of

society and the impossibility of integrating different dimensions of development. He ended up
within a rather pessimistic world view. Another strand in the discussion concerning autopoietic sys
tems which can be originally associated with Varela, Maturana or Jantsch stresses the importance of

looking at many different system layers and their interlinkages and of always balancing autonomy
and integration. This is the challenge of subsidiarity. Today one might say that subsidiarity should
not only be seen as applicable to the social realm but that it also extends to the underlying biologi
cal and chemical systems.

In fact, the idea of subsidiarity might be essential for preventing high-level systems from closed
self-referential dynamics, from dissociating from their underlying foundations and from eventually
destroying part of their nourishing environment. We have just witnessed such a destructive process
in the Asian financial crisis. In the same sense as uncontrolled financial flows may damage the

underlying economies, one might argue that uncontrolled markets for agricultural goods may dam
age ecosystems.

In a similar way diversity, partnership and participation can be understood as basic evolutionary
guidance principles in order to avoid too much destruction in this historical period of growing selfreflexivity.

The irritation which started with quantum physics was only the start. The observer is part of the sys

tem. Simple deterministic models become impossible. This does not only change the role of science
but also the role of politics. Once the relationship of science and politics seemed so simple. The

independent scientific observer analyses the system, he uses generally established norms and tar
gets for making judgements about the situation, he proposes measures for changing the situation
based on his model. Then politics, conceived as a ruler which is outside the system, sets more con
crete targets and tries to implement measures. If society is no longer an unconscious object of the

manipulations of experts and politicians, the whole game is going to change.
Static models become useless. Ways must be found to manage permanent change in relationships
and values. Science must realise its own relative role in this process. Eco-system management may
therefore be an adequate term for what needs to be developed.
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Ecosystem management

Detailed plans and command and control policies under these circumstances are an illusion. How
ever, muddling through is no alternative. Flexible management using regularly revised objectives
becomes the only option. Considerable efforts will be necessary for developing orientations with
the necessary degree of flexibility. New approaches and more sophisticated tools are necessary for
linking in a flexible way values and objectives from some general European or even global consen
sus down to very concrete local development objectives for a specific context. And similarly, for
linking long-term orientations with medium-term objectives and short-term targets. It seems that
the concept of subsidiarity may play an increasingly important role. New skills are needed: devel
oping common visions, negotiating, evaluating, ensuring transparency becomes essential.
Safe grounds are becoming rare. As has happened with most research in the course of this century:
ecosystem research cannot escape self-reflexivity. It has permanently to reconsider its own context
of use. Ecosystem research becomes a part of ecosystem management. It must continue to gather
hard facts where they can be found, but it will need to develop a much more dynamic framework
for the use of its established knowledge. The question "what makes the change change" becomes
most interesting, mathematically speaking: the second derivative. Parabolic or hyperbolic curves
cannot be understood with linear algebra.

Sustainability is not a matter of indicators or criteria which can be easily measured and checked.
Also objectives alone are not sufficient. A useful management framework should provide:
• general orientation,

• help for interpreting a specific context and assessing own forces
• a choice of general strategies

• adequate instruments for navigating in turbulent circumstances.

The following chapter proposes elements of a tool developed in this spirit.

Ecosystem research and sustainability
When Ecosystem research is part of the system, research programmes themselves should comply

with the concept of sustainability. In the INSURED framework presented above, the systemic prin
ciples seem to be particularly interesting in evaluating research programmes.
A consequent approach for evaluating ecosystem research programmes in terms of sustainability

could include many perspectives. The usual evaluation steps are: assessment of the present situa
tion, assessment of alternative strategies, ex-ante, intermediate and ex-post evaluation of pro
grammes considering their different internal levels. In all the evaluation steps a series of pro

gramme aspects could be evaluated in terms of the ten components of sustainability: genesis, func

tioning and scientific approach of the programmes, their impact on the scientific landscape, on pol
itics, and finally on ecosystems, including human societies.

Ecosystem research is working at a focal point of the general challenges highlighted in this chapter.
An evaluation of past and current programmes could probably give systematic insights concerning
new approaches which might not only be of interest for the ecosystem research community but far
beyond.
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